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HUMAN BODY

- Pujya Lalaji Maharaj

The relationship (relevant) of seven types of different

strength with seven places

Self domestic propensities keep relation with 12

petalled lotus heart chakra (KAMAL HRIDAY

CHAKRA) The strength of Defensive Propensities

(selfish) keeps relation with the Navel-Chakra (NABHI

CHAKRA) Selfish propensities keep relation with the

senses chakra (INDRIYA CHAKRA) The strength of the

Moral sentiments keep relation with the brain. Semi

intellectual sentiments keep relation with Coccygeal

plexus. - 14 petalled lotus. Intellectual sentiments and

propensities with Wisdom.

The above has two propensities

I. Reason perceptiveness

II. Orating Capacity - keeps relation with KANT -

CHAKRA (Pharyngeal plexus).

Now lets take a close look at the characteristics:Domestic

propensities - It has 6 strengths
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Amativeness: Any person whose portion above the

neck is a little higher than the normal, such a person

possesses a higher amount of this strength. Therefore he

is very friendly, that is, his capacity to befriend is higher.

Conjugative: A person who possesses this strength is

more affectionate to his or her counterpart (male to

female or female to male) like nala- damayanti, Aja -

indumati etc. Even those animals which possess this

strength in greater quantities show greater attraction

towards their counter parts like tiger etc. Parental Love:

A person possessing this strength has more love towards

his children. Friendship: A person possessing this

strength has more love towards his brothers, sisters,

neighbors, friends etc. Inhabitiveness: A person

possessing this strength loves his house.

Continuity: A person possessing this love continuously

concentrates in his work without paying heed to anything

else.

Self Defensive Propensities also have 6 strengths

Pranashunya Sehanta - Love for Life : A person

possessing this strength is worried and is alert to save his

life. Even animals like tiger, cat, lion etc possess this in
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higher quantity.

Surya Sehanta: A person possessing this strength has a

strong and high portion above his ears and he is always

ready to face his enemy. Like even in animals like dog

readily faces tiger.

Sanhar Sehanta - Killing attitude: Such a person's hind

portion of the brain is very broad i.e. from ear to ear. He

has an attitude to spoil and destroy. Carnivorous animals

like tiger, dog, wolf etc. have more of this strength and

other vegetable eating animals like horses, camel etc.

have less of this strength.

Poshan Sehanta - Love for eating: Such a person loves

food, desires for food and also treats travelers with food.

Uparjan Sehanta - Wealth accumulation: Such a

person has sole attention of accumulation of wealth in

order to have happiness in the future.

Gopan Sehanta - Introvert: Such a person likes to be

alone always and does not share his feelings with others.
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